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Alphabetical listing of manuscript instructions to over 500 medical and scientific journals. Also contains a list of journal titles by
subject.
The Journal of Business Ethics was founded by Alex C. Michalos and Deborah C. Poff and published its first issue in March 1982.
It is the most frequently cited business ethics journal in the world. The Journal has always offered a multi-disciplinary and
international public forum for the discussion of issues concerning the interaction of successful business and moral virtue. Its
authors and readers are primarily scholars and students in social sciences and philosophy , with special interests in the interaction
of these disciplines with business or corporate responsibility. Since the field of business ethics grew simultaneously with the
growth of the Journal, a collection of its most cited articles is tantamount to a collection of the articles that had the greatest
influence in defining the field over its first 30 years of development. In this anniversary volume, an overview of citation classics
from the Journal is presented, the 33 most frequently cited articles are reproduced and brief reflections on the impact of the
Journal on the field are given from over 100 scholars who authored citation classics and/or distinguished papers, as well as those
who served on the Editorial Board and/or are recognized as leaders in the field.
Guide on writing and submitting a scientific paper for graduates to professionals.
Let the Author's Handbook of Styles for Life Science Journals save you time and trouble by providing a one-stop resource for all
your manuscript writing requirements. No more plowing through your journal collection or wandering the library stacks to get those
elusive journal pages containing instructions to authors. This unique book contains all the information you need to know: whether
the journal will consider your manuscript; the journal's submission address; how to construct the abstract, illustrations, tables, and
references; and specific information on copyright, multiple authorship, statistical analyses, and page charges. The Author's
Handbook of Styles for Life Science Journals gives all this information for 440 of the most important English-language, life science
journals. Titles were selected from the "Journal Rankings by Times Cited" list in the Science Citation Index Journal Citation Report.
Because this report is heavily weighted toward the medical sciences, other life science journals are incorporated into the book
based on general level of prestige and reputation. In addition, some new titles that promise to be important to their fields, like
Nature Medicine and Emerging Infectious Diseases are also included. Organized by journal title, the handbook's entries are
uniformly arranged to allow direct comparison between journals. Information is presented in an easy-to-use, easy-to-read format
with clear and explicitly stated instructions. The Author's Handbook of Styles for Life Science Journals gives authors in the life
sciences all the information necessary for the correct and complete compilation of a manuscript for submission to their journal of
choice.
????????????????????????????,??????????????????????

Vols. 20- include Proceedings of the North Carolina academy of science, 1902Nine out of every ten medical students, residents, and fellows attempt to write a manuscript during their training. Yet,
after finishing the training only 1 or 2 would continue to write scientific manuscripts due to the effort involved in preparing
a manuscript. Most medical students, residents, fellows, and even junior faculty consider writing a scientific manuscript
harder than working grueling hours on the clinical service. The manual of scientific manuscript writing was developed to
guide for medical students, residents, fellows, and junior faculty by providing a step by step pathway for successful
preparation of a manuscript. The manual is expected to reduce the usual 3 and 6 months (at times frustrating) effort to a
1 to 2 week streamlined process to complete a manuscript.
Research publications have always been key to building a successful career in science, yet little if any formal guidance is
offered to young scientists on how to get research papers peer reviewed, accepted, and published by leading scientific
journals. With What Editors Want, Philippa J. Benson and Susan C. Silver, two well-respected editors from the science
publishing community, remedy that situation with a clear, straightforward guide that will be of use to all scientists. Benson
and Silver instruct readers on how to identify the journals that are most likely to publish a given paper, how to write an
effective cover letter, how to avoid common pitfalls of the submission process, and how to effectively navigate the allimportant peer review process, including dealing with revisions and rejection. With supplemental advice from more than a
dozen experts, this book will equip scientists with the knowledge they need to usher their papers through publication.
Now thoroughly updated and expanded, this new edition of a classic guide offers practical advice on preparing and
publishing journal articles as well as succeeding in other communication-related aspects of a scientific career. • Provides
practical, easy-to-read, and immediately applicable guidance on preparing each part of a scientific paper: from the title
and abstract, through each section of the main text, to the acknowledgments and references • Explains step by step how
to decide to which journal to submit a paper, what happens to a paper after submission, and how to work effectively with
a journal throughout the publication process • Includes key advice on other communication important to success in
scientific careers, such as giving presentations and writing proposals • Presents an insightful insider's view of how
journals actually work—and describes how best to work with them
Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy, Sixth Edition is the ultimate ‘how to’ guide for learning the practical and
useful methods for reviewing scientific literature in the health sciences.
???????????????????,?????????????????????????????????
This book, first published in 1987, brings together from a variety of sources analysis on the major issues involved in the
collection of scientific journals. Working from the premise that scientists tend to know much more about their subject than
about their journals, it examines the rationale for journal choices, journals and tenure, journals and budgeting, and the
elements of a good journal. It shows librarians how to penetrate the internal structure of some imposing technical
literatures in a way that can help them make responsible collection management decisions that even their science
clientele will respect.
????????
Health Sciences Literature Review Made Easy: The Matrix Method, Fifth Edition describes the practical and useful
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methods for reviewing scientific literature in the health sciences. Please note that an access code to supplemental
content such as Appendix C: Data Visualization is not included with the eBook purchase. To access this content please
purchase an access code at www.jblearning.com/catalog/9781284133943/.
Orthopedic experts in their field have carefully chosen what they consider to be the key papers in their respective
domains. Every paper is carefully described and evaluated by its strengths, weaknesses and its contribution to the field.
Papers have been chosen by number of citations, academic importance, articles that have changed our whole way of
thinking or that have simply stood the test of time.
This volume is unique in bringing together these wide-ranging issues of knowledge mobilization in education. The volume editors critically
analyse these complex issues and also describe various efforts of knowledge mobilization and their effects. While the contributors
themselves speak from diverse material, occupational and theoretical locations.
????????????????????????????????????????????
This book is written for members of the scholarly research community, and for persons involved in research evaluation and research policy.
More specifically, it is directed towards the following four main groups of readers: – All scientists and scholars who have been or will be
subjected to a quantitative assessment of research performance using citation analysis. – Research policy makers and managers who wish to
become conversant with the basic features of citation analysis, and about its potentialities and limitations. – Members of peer review
committees and other evaluators, who consider the use of citation analysis as a tool in their assessments. – Practitioners and students in the
field of quantitative science and technology studies, informetrics, and library and information science. Citation analysis involves the
construction and application of a series of indicators of the ‘impact’, ‘influence’ or ‘quality’ of scholarly work, derived from citation data, i.e.
data on references cited in footnotes or bibliographies of scholarly research publications. Such indicators are applied both in the study of
scholarly communication and in the assessment of research performance. The term ‘scholarly’ comprises all domains of science and
scholarship, including not only those fields that are normally denoted as science – the natural and life sciences, mathematical and technical
sciences – but also social sciences and humanities.
A memorial number was issued with v.7.
Offering an insider's view of the subject, this practical guide demystifies the process of publishing in scholarly journals. The author explains
how to increase the chances of having articles accepted, how to market published articles and how to achieve a consistent level of productive
publishing.

A conceptual view of citation indexing; A historical view of citation indexing; The design and production of a citation index;
The application of citation indexing to the patent literature; The citation index as a search tool; A science management
tool; Citation analysis as a method of historical research into science; Mapping the structure of science; Citation analysis
of sientific journals; Perspective on citation analysis of scientists.
Measuring Academic Research outlines how to undertake a bibliometric study, a topic of vital importance in academic
research today. Scientometrics studies assess scientific productivity and can be applied to all disciplines. Many analyses
have been applied in relation to bibliometric studies, but few have shown how to actually carry out the analysis. This book
provides a guide on how to develop a bibliometric study, from the first step in which the topic study has to be set, to the
analysis and interpretation. A practical and easy to read guide on how to carry out a bibliometric study Gives a wide and
up-to-date view about the most common scientometric indexes Analyses are illustrated with multiple and practical
examples about their application
????:Social stratifition in science
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